Xbox one power supply wiring diagram

I always appreciated Microsoft products quality, my Xbox worked pretty well for 5 years, despite
the red leds of death fame, and it continues to do its work. I decided to build from it a 12V power
supply unit for my laboratory. Please if you're not familiar with electronics, inform about danger
of electricity on some trustworthy sources a simple but comprehensive one could be Let's see
what I've learned and practiced. My brick is the third generation model, because is less powerful
than the first two, but it's even so very powerful. Indeed you can read from the back side data
that it generates 12V DC at W, It also gives a secondary 5V 1A line, which is a very pleasant
peculiarity. The 5V line is always on, since it's the standby power source of the console, but the
main line is turned on with a small current flowing between two contacts of the plug. Pay
attention that the psu retains high current in his big capacitors for about 10 seconds after
disconnection, and probably some current remains also for more time, so please be careful to
not touch circuits with fingers! If you open the psu container unscrew the four screws which are
hidden beneath the rubber feet you'll find some interesting details. Pay a particular attention to
remove the cover and to slide out the PCB, because you have to assemble it again. You can
solder the switch wires on the back side of the PCB, but I preferred to solder them on the upper
side, although that space is not handy to reach. I made this decision because I didn't want to
interfere with other tiny components, since as you can see the space is highly crowded! I have
now to choose the best switch to use and where to put them. I like both but then I had to choose
the lever one because it occupies a smaller place. You can also buy smaller switch, it will
probably help you to make everything fit inside the box. Insert the switch in place, then try to
assemble temporarily the pcb so to see if it fits well. As you see the switch push against the
transistor, but it's not a terrible fact. If you're happy you can now solder the wires to switch and
pcb. Remove a bit of the insulation plastic of the yellow and blue wires, to to reveal copper.
Apply some soldering paste, and solder the new wires extremities. Then solder these wires to
your switch. Since the bottom pin of the switch could touch the blue wire junction pay attention
it's the Power Enable line. Screw on the switch a little nut so to define how much the switch
should hang out. Before locking the switch insert the PCB sliding it into the slots of the vertical
plastic supports the two remaining ones , pay attention to not push too hardy any inside
component. Switch is now ready to be fastened with another small nut. Tight it hardy so it will
be well locked. Close the brick and check the working of the switch. If everything works well the
light becomes green when switch is upper position , you can fasten the four back screws and
put on the four rubber feet, since everything inside the box is done. It's time to modify the plug
to transform it into two standard power connectors. Plug is hard to open, so it will probably
breaks, but you don't need it anymore, so don't feel sad ;- You can either cut the wire before the
stabilizer cylinder, or leave it in place and try to remove the rubber reinforce, as I did. You'll
reveal four colored wires, which obviously correspond to the inner wires and lines we've seen
in previous pictures. Solder all the groups except the Power Enable wire so to have four
contacts. In other words: connect black and red lines to a cable, and black and yellow lines to
the other one ;- Leave the blue wire alone. These are the two 2. Notice that usually the inner pin
is the positive pole, and the outer surface is connected to the ground. Thread the covers onto
the cables how many times did you forget to do that? Before screwing the covers put some glue
on the threads, so to make a tighter connection. Since the outer surfaces of both plugs
correspond to ground there is no risk to make any short-circuit. I've thought to insert a label on
the plug itself and then cover it with a transparent heat-shrinking tube, but I haven't a
transparent tube of the right size, so I opted for another solution. I printed two labels to attack
on the cables with an adhesive tape. You can obviously use different plugs for the different
sources, but since this plug type is so common I preferred this way. Hi i use your tutorial and i
have small problem. I want use psu for electrolysis to make hho but when i connect psu to
plates its turning of after 5 sec. Reply 3 years ago. I know this is kind of old post, this is the first
time i see it. Great tutorial. Do you know whether the voltage standby is always indicated on the
backside data? Reply 6 years ago on Introduction. Reply 4 years ago. I can't see where wires
are being soldered and I'm completely new to electronics. I've got everything exactly as u did
including switch and switch placement. I can't quite make out where those brown wires that
you've soldered to the back of the switch go. I can't understand what you mean Although now I
am worried the thing will burst into flames someday when the output is completely shorted and
there is no output protection whatsoever. Oh well :. I like this idea. Nice Job, very clean and well
explained :. Reply 7 years ago on Introduction. Sorry for multiple posts, don't know what
happened to internet connection, it kinda stopped then freaked out. Hello, I like your i'ble, and
would surely make such a unit. I also want to make a multiple USB device Charging unit. Is it
possible to step down the twelve volt to 5 volt output on this device while keeping the amps as
high as possible? On a second though, PC psu are very powerful and also danger, and I
wouldn't recommend to connect USB devices on them.. Andrea, It's do-able, but I would

suggest only the types with the 5V loaded already, and ONLY after turning the supply on,
connecting the device needing the USB connection for charging afterwards. But I would still
check the voltages with a volt meter 1st. I've done this on many projects, using a W ATX supply,
powering or charging devices. Introduction: Modified "Brick" Power Supply. By andrea biffi
More by the author:. About: I'm an Italian freelance structural engineer, graphic designer and
photographer, and I'm teaching physics in Waldorf high-schools. There is not much choice
about the place, especially if you want to respect the following points: the switch has to be on
the front side of the "brick" you better have to put it vertical to facilitate the activation and the
power suspention you don't want to remove any inside component, least of all the fan or one of
the heat-sinks you don't want to ruin the edge of the two halves of the container, so it will be
again well-sealed you have to be able to close the "brick" with switch in place Said that, I
managed to find a good place in front of the pcb between the transistor and the out-coming
power cable. With an hand-drill make a little hole in the showed position, then enlarge it with
some bigger bit. You also need to cut a piece of the plastic support which interfere with the
switch body. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by
randofo in Arduino. Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. ValdasG2 3 years
ago. Reply Upvote. JamesA9 ValdasG2 Reply 3 years ago. Hi, your drawing too much current,
try using a w pc PSU, that should be good. JulioM92 4 years ago. PiratesDieff 6 years ago on
Introduction. Actually I don't know, but if it's a "brick" for xbox I think that is not possible Big
Ugly andrea biffi Reply 4 years ago. PiratesDieff andrea biffi Reply 6 years ago on Introduction.
It's not an xbox brick. I'm trying to find one. Anyway, thank you for your reply :. Gelfling6 andrea
biffi Reply 7 years ago on Introduction. Electrical Engineering Stack Exchange is a question and
answer site for electronics and electrical engineering professionals, students, and enthusiasts.
It only takes a minute to sign up. I have a Solidoodle 4 3D printer, Its powered by a knock off
xbox brick adapter modded from the factory with a standard looking round power plug. I got a
roof leak in my garage and the power adapter that came with my 3d printer got soaked and
currently is no good. Tried to buy a new one from Solidoodle but they are now out of business.
The original adapter was 12 volt Question - I have the dc end of the power cord moved into the
xbox one adapter in the appropriate terminals, 12V and GND2 all is good so far, however my
measured voltage is only I have no issues leaving the power adapter on all the time, when its
not in use I usually turn off the power bar its plugged into anyway. R-Sense normally indicates a
Remote Sensing option for a power regulator. It would normally be connected at the far end of
the power supply's connector, to compensate for any voltage droop from the cable. Considering
this supply can pump 17 Amps down these cables, it can lead to a not-insignificant voltage
droop. The internal regulator would then adjust the output voltage at the PCB so that it senses
the voltage at the far end to be 12 Volts. Logic dictates it should be connected to the 12V input
on your 3D printer's input. Use a multimeter to test the old connector for continuity on the
R-Sense wire to 12V. You may need to cut the old connector open to make sure there is no
diode or resistor needed there. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up
and rise to the top. Xbox one power adapter wiring - converting it to a 12 volt power supply Ask
Question. Asked 4 years, 10 months ago. Active 4 years, 6 months ago. Viewed 24k times. I
know this may seem like an odd question but here is the history of it. Improve this question.
Passerby 64k 5 5 gold badges 72 72 silver badges bronze badges. Jason Harding Jason Harding
61 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 3 3 bronze badges. Where are you seeing R-Sense? Did you
open the PSU up? Show 1 more comments. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answe
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r. Passerby Passerby 64k 5 5 gold badges 72 72 silver badges bronze badges. Most modders
just connect it directly from what I see online. I know the 3d printers are pretty forgiving but not
sure if that may be pushing it. Is there way to reduce the output voltage to closer to 12? Did you
take the old connector apart to see how it was wired? And sometimes even a regulated supply
like that has a minimum load for proper regulation. Try putting a 12v fan, like from a pc on it,
then measuring it JasonHarding. Add a comment. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign
up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required,
but never shown. The Overflow Blog. Podcast How to use interference to your advantage â€” a
quantum computingâ€¦. Level Up: Mastering statistics with Python â€” part 2. Upcoming Events.
Featured on Meta. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Visual design changes to the review
queues. Related 0. Hot Network Questions. Question feed.

